University of Torino opened 14 positions on various fields of knowledge, under the new international fellowship programme "2020 researchers: TRAIN TO MOVE (T2M)", conceived by the University of Torino (UNITO) and implemented with the support of the European Commission and the banking foundation Compagnia di San Paolo.

T2M is a programme cofunded with FP7-PEOPLE-COFUND Action and aims at maximizing career opportunities for incoming experienced researchers through a transnational mobility experience, enriched by the development of individual research projects. T2M promotes fellows' skills strengthening, in terms of both scientific and complementary competences, through the support of Scientific Supervisors and the issuing of Personal Career Development Plans.

T2M is open to researchers of any nationality, provided however that at time of the application deadline, they have not resided or carried out their main working/studying activity in Italy for more than 12 months over the past 3 years.

All positions are for two years with a competitive salary (37,500 euro/year) and independent research foundings (8,000 euro/year).

Eligible people should submit their application following the instruction in the link below:

http://www.train2move.unito.it/

The dead-line for applications is 5th of May.

For physics, there are several research areas in which one can apply. The ones that are related to scientific activities carried out by the Torino CMS group are under "Sciences panel --> Advanced instrumentation and computing". The projects actives for which one could submit a research programme are:
- 3D silicon pixel sensors development (for PPS detector)
- Innovative microelectronics for pixel sensors for the High Luminosity LHC
- Development of data reconstruction and analysis software, with a cut on computing performance.

For any inquiry about the application or help in preparing the project proposal you can contact:

Prof. Marco Costa: mcosta@to.infn.it